Today, each element of style speaks to the
wearer’s character, silently expressing the
different facets of one’s personality. The
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watch chosen is no exception. The Classima
Collection, inspired from a 1940’s museum
piece in the Baume &amp; Mercier archives,
is the essence of the brand’s heritage.
Embodying the know-how of Swiss watches,
the Baume &amp; Mercier signature on the
collection expresses the watch comes from a
brand with a reputation for providing luxury
watches at an incredible value.
Aligned with the watches in the existing
collection, My Classima has sleek features:
roman numerals,a date aperture at 3 o’clock,
and a sophisticated steel case- known for its
comfort on the wrist. Each new style crafted
according to the brand’s drive for excellence,
My Classima comes equipped with a Swiss
quartz movement guaranteeing reliability and
precision. Designed for men and women,
My Classima offers three case sizes-40mm,
36.5mm and 31mm, each with a choice of an
urban chic steel bracelet or a genuine leather
strap, in timeless black (40mm) or an intense
navy blue (36.5mm, 31mm).
Whether given as a gift or purchased for
oneself, My Classima celebrates a new state
of mind. Looking to mark the occasion of
a long-awaited promotion, a professional
success, a personal journey, or any of life’s
celebrations, My Classima commemorates
the moment for a lifetime. Its design distills
the reflection of the brand’s rich heritage,
and offers a closed case-back with space to
engrave a message, date or initials.
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Technical Description
FUNCTIONS
Functions:Date

MOVEMENT
Swiss Made
Movement Designation:Quartz

CASE
Shape:Round
Diameter:36.5 mm
Thickness:5.65 mm
Material:Steel
Finish:Polished
Type Of Crystal:Sapphire
Anti Scratch
Back Opening:Closed

DIAL
Color/Finish:White
Numerals:Roman numerals
Hands:Rhodium-plated, Leaf

BRACELET
Material:Steel
Finish:Polished
Clasp Type:Triple folding clasp with security
push-pieces

OTHERS
Water Resistance:5 ATM (approx. 50 m)

